
Makers of the world’s 
most comfortable socks!



Simcan® produces a wide range of socks that are specifically 

designed for people who are concerned about the health of their 

feet. 

Using only the best in available hosiery technology, premium blends 

of natural and high tech fibres and sophisticated quality assurance 

procedures,  Simcan® produces some of the most trusted brand 

names in hosiery today. 

Explore all of our comfort brands at www.simcan.net
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Lo Rise Mid Calf OTC

Small #452 #403 #414

Medium #552 #503 #514

Large #652 #511 #564

Quite possibly the most 
comfortable sock you will ever wear! 
Our best selling comfort sock has become Canada’s favourite health 
sock. 

Knit with a uniform expansion fit that provides consistent comfort 
from the toe to the very top of the sock,  it is designed to accommodate 
almost any size leg and foot and not restrict the wearer’s natural 
circulation. 

The combination of miracle stretch fibres and the unique knitting 
process provide maximum adherence to the leg that resists slipping 
on the ankle. 

98% combed cotton, 2% spandex

All Cotton
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The SIMCAN

Miracle Stretch
Fits most leg sizes

Sag Resistant
Maximum 
resistance to 
slipping on the 
ankle

Low Profile Seam
Helps eliminate irritation 
at the toes

Features favourable for the 
following conditions:

Diabetes
Poor vascular circulation
Edema
Arthritis
Wide ankles

Easy to Put On
Ideal for people with 
limited mobility

Non-Binding Top
Will not bind or 
restrict circulation on 
most legs

Approved
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Endorsed by the Canadian
Podiatric Medical Association



Mid Calf

Small #449

Medium #549

Large #649

The warmth of Merino wool and the 
comfort of cotton.
Patterned from Canada’s top selling health sock but designed to 

provide your customers with additional warmth and moisture 

absorbency. 

Each fibre in this mid weight casual sock has been specifically selected 

to enhance its comfort and wear performance. The Merino wool 

provides superior moisture absorbency as well as superb insulating 

values while the combed cotton contributes to the softness and 

comfort.  

56% Merino wool, 36% combed cotton, 6% nylon, 2% spandex

Miracle Stretch
Fits most leg sizes

Sag Resistant
Maximum 
resistance to 
slipping on the 
ankle

Low Profile Seam
Helps eliminate irritation 
at the toes

Features favourable for the 
following conditions:

Diabetes
Poor vascular circulation
Edema
Excessive perspiration
Cold feet

Easy to Put On
Ideal for people with 
limited mobility

Non-Binding Top
Will not bind or restrict 
circulation on most legs

Merino Wool
Made with the finest grade 
of non-itch wool available
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The comfort of 
cotton inside with the 
warmth of wool on 
the outside

Approved

Endorsed by the Canadian
Podiatric Medical Association



Ultimate comfort for active feet.
The ideal activity sock for people with sensitive feet. 

This features-laden sock provides the ultimate in protection against 

blistering and chafing caused from an active lifestyle. From the 

miracle stretch top that will not bind or reduce the legs circulation to 

the padded sole that absorbs shock and cushions the foot, the Simcan 

Comfort Plus® will stay comfortable all day long. 

98% combed cotton & 2% high stretch spandex

 

Miracle Stretch
Fits most leg sizes

Sag Resistant
Maximum 
resistance to 
slipping on the leg

Micro Toe Seam
Reduces toe irritation

Features favourable for the 
following conditions:

Diabetes
Poor vascular circulation
Edema
Excessive perspiration
Wide ankles

Cusioned Sole
Absorbs impact and 
reduces foot strain

Flex Zone
comfort flex panel 
at instep prevents 
bunching
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Air Panels
Dissipates moisture

Arch Support
For superior fit and 
comfort

All Cotton

Lo Rise Mid Calf

Small #408 #419

Medium #508 #519

Large #608 #619

Approved

Endorsed by the Canadian
Podiatric Medical Association

SIMCAN



Classic dress comfort. 

Fit, style, and above all, comfort combine in a light weight dress sock 
that will compliment whatever you are wearing. 

This low compression dress sock provides maximum comfort all day 
long. From the totally seamless toe that is absolutely imperceptible 
to the Simcan® Comfo-Top tri-rib leg construction that holds the 
sock in place without binding, it possesses features generally found 
in socks at twice the retail price point. The Tender Top® is offered in 
a range of attractive colours. 

98% combed cotton, 2% spandex

Comfo-Top
3 zones of comfort 
& support in the 
right places

Non Binding Top
Will not bind or 
restrict circulation 
on most legs

Seamless Toe
Eliminates toe 
irritation

All Cotton

Easy to Put On
Ideal for people with 
limited mobility

Features favourable for the 
following conditions:

Diabetes
Poor vascular circulation
Edema
Arthritis
Sensitive toes

Mid Calf

Small #423

Medium #523

Large #623
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Approved

Endorsed by the Canadian
Podiatric Medical Association



Elegant contemporary comfort.

Absolute comfort and fit in a dress weight sock made from 
MicroAcrylic, the wonder fibre. 

This high expansion, low compression sock is knit with the miracle 
fibre MicroAcrylic and possesses many unique features not found 
in other health socks. The soft and supple fibre wicks moisture from 
the foot keeping it in a dry and bacterial resistant environment while 
the hollow core fibres help to regulate the foots temperature. The 
micro-filament acrylic fibres are colour fast and extremely durable 
so wash after wash this sock will continue to look vibrant and new. 

77% microacrylic, 21% nylon, 2% spandex

Wicks Moisture 
Keeps foot dry and safe 
from bacteria

Miracle Stretch 
No Bind Top
will not bind or 
restrict circulation 
on most legs

Low Profile Seam
Eliminates toe 
discomfort

Easy to Put On
Ideal for people with 
limited mobility

Features favourable for the 
following conditions:

Diabetes
Poor vascular circulation
Edema
Excessive perspiration
Wide ankles

Sag Resistant
Maximum resistance to 
slipping on the ankle

Fade Resistant 
MicroAcrylic Fibre

Mid Calf OTC

Small #420 #458

Medium #520 #558

Large #620 #658
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Approved

Endorsed by the Canadian
Podiatric Medical Association



Mid Calf

Medium #526

Large #626

Total comfort for working feet. 

WORK ables® are designed to withstand the rigours of a harsh 
working or recreational environment, yet still provide all the comfort 
and wellness features found in our Simcan® brand socks. Knit in a 
traditional “work sock” look, these socks provide a high stretch, non-
constrictive leg and slip resistant weave. The leg length is slightly 
higher than mid-calf so it sits above the top of work boots and hiking 
boots. The same miracle stretch technology has been used to allow 
the sock to fit most leg sizes.  A seamless toe closure is an additional 
feature designed to accommodate the most sensitive toes. 

So whether your customers are on the job or on the trail, the 
WORK ables® will ensure their total comfort all day, every day.

55% wool, 20% nylon, 10% acrylic, 15% spandex.

Miracle Stretch
Fits most leg sizes

Sag Resistant
Maximum 
resistance to 
slipping on the legSeamless Toe

Eliminates toe 
irritation & provides
maximum comfort

Features favourable for the 
following conditions:

Diabetes
Poor vascular circulation
Edema
Excessive perspiration
Wide ankles

Extra Durable
Durable heal and toe 
construction

Non-Binding Top
Will not bind or 
restrict circulation 
on most legs.

Made slightly higher than 
mid-calf to fit over the top 
of work boots and hiking 
boots. 

Easy to Put On
Ideal for people with 
limited mobility
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Approved

Endorsed by the Canadian
Podiatric Medical Association



The environmentally friendly sock.

Simcan’s all new Leg Savers™ are made from a combination of two 
earth friendly fibres that combine to make one of the healthiest and 
most comfortable socks yet. 

Nearly half the yarn that makes up the Leg Savers™ is derived from 
recycled plastic bottles which have been processed into a moisture 
wicking fibre that protects the skin from harmful bacteria. We have 
blended this with a soft and supple Tencel® fibre produced from the 
environmentally friendly eucalyptus tree. Together these two earth 
friendly yarns combine to create one of the most comfortable and 
healthiest socks Simcan® has ever produced.

40% Coolmax® ecomade polyester, 40% Tencel® lycocell, 18% nylon, 2% spandex

Miracle Stretch
Fits most leg sizes

Sag Resistant
Resists slipping 
and bunching up 
on leg

Micro Toe Seam
Reduces toe irritation

Features favourable for the 
following conditions:

Diabetes
Poor vascular circulation
Edema
Excessive perspiration
Wide ankles

Cushioned Sole
Protects against 
chafing

Wicks moisture
Keeps foot dry and 
healthy
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Mid Calf

Small #429

Medium #529

Large #629

Approved

Endorsed by the Canadian
Podiatric Medical Association



Fresh natural comfort for 
sensitive feet.

Simcan® Natur Wells® are designed to provide the ultimate in luxurious 
comfort and yet provide all the wellness features found in a Simcan® 
brand sock.

Knit from Bamboo Rayon these socks provide a high stretch, non-
constrictive leg and slip resistant weave. Simcan’s miracle stretch 
technology has been used to allow the sock to fit even the widest leg. 
An entirely seamless toe closure is an additional feature designed to 
accommodate the most sensitive toes. 

75% rayon from bamboo, 20% nylon, 5% spandex

Sag Resistant
Maximum 
resistance to 
slipping on the leg

Seamless Toe
Eliminates toe 
irritation

Features favourable for the 
following conditions:

Diabetes
Poor vascular circulation
Edema
Sensitive Skin
Wide Ankles

Soft & Luxurious to 
the touch

Miracle Stretch
Non constrictive top
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75% rayon from 
Bamboo

Mid Calf

Small #427

Medium #527

Approved

Endorsed by the Canadian
Podiatric Medical Association



Simcan® Comfort Features
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Merchandising Aids

Simcan® provides a comprehensive collection of custom 
merchandising aids to maximize your shelf and floor space and 
propel your sales to optimum levels. 

All merchandising aids provide essential information including 
product features and benefits that will assist your customers in 
their purchasing decisions. 

As our products evolve Simcan® will issue updated POP signs and 
literature, free of charge to help you boost your sales.

19 20

Foot Form      
Full scale fiberglass foot form 
demonstrating Simcan’s miracle 
stretch weave.

Part #CMA08

Foot Form with 
Message Board
Full scale fiberglass foot form 
demonstrating Simcan’s miracle 
stretch weave with message 
board.

Part #CMA09

12 Peg Display Stand
This sturdy clear acrylic unit holds 
up to 72 pair together with features 
POP sign and pamphlets.
Measures 16” wide by 41” tall and 
is 8” deep. May be mounted as end 
cap display or hung off slat wall. 
It can also be free standing with 
metal floor stand (part #CMA07).

part #CMA02

4 Peg Display Stand
Versatile acrylic display unit holds up 
to 24 pair of your best selling socks as 
well as a features sign and a supply of 
pamphlets.
Measures 16” wide by 22” tall and is 
8” deep.
May be hung off slat wall or counter 
mounted. 

part #CMA01

Floor Stand
Free standing metal floor stand for use 
with Simcan® 12 peg display fixture (part 
#CMA02). May be single or double faced.

part #CMA07



Customer Satisfaction

“I’ve been searching for this product for some time.”
B. Harris, Orillia

“What a wonderful pair of socks!! I’m going to tell all my friends about them. Better 
put the production line into high gear.”
B. Buchanan, Stratford

“This is the only pair of socks I’ve been able to find with these excellent features.”
L. Dokte, Wyoming

“I bought three pair a year for three years and won’t buy anything else. Keep’em 
coming!”
D. Allen, Kitchener

“Our family is thrilled that the “Comfort Sock” is everything you say they are on the 
package! Super product!”
G. Brown, Cambridge

“Totally satisfied with the socks. Extremely comfortable.”
M. Rowley, Orangeville

“Best socks ever worn.”
M. Seblefski, Ontario

“Very thankful to be able to wear these socks to help my circulation.”
P. Bissonnette, Aurora

“Bought for husband due to health concerns but tried on a pair myself and loved 
them.”
A. Allen, Cambridge

“My husband, myself and my mother all wear your socks and love them. My husband 
is diabetic and he notices improvement in his circulation.”
R. Allen, Hamilton

“I bought this for my brother-in-law who is diabetic. He really likes these socks and 
asked for more. 
H. Mumcuoglu, Kitchener

“Just a super great sock - love it – when I look for my black socks they are my first 
and only choice.”
T. VanderPlaaeg, Madoc

All Simcan® Comfort Socks 
are sized according to the 
size of the foot not the 
gender they belong to. For 
this reason we have adopted 
an easy to follow protocol 
of sizing our socks, as small, 
medium or large. Simply 
match the wearer’s shoe 
size to the coloured S,M or L 
tab and you have your sock 
size. 

We provide the attractive 
sizing chart to all of our 
retail accounts at no charge.  
What could be easier? 
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Sock Sizing System

S M L



Tips for healthier feet

Walking is the best exercise for your feet..... Walk often.

Avoid socks that have a thick noticeable seam at the toe.

Do not wear new shoes for more than an hour at a time.

Avoid socks that bunch up or sag creating pressure points on the 
leg, which can lead to skin irritation. 

Never go barefoot. Barefoot walking (even in the home) increases 
the chances of cuts and infections.

Do not wear tight constricting socks that can reduce circulation to 
the foot.

Inspect your feet daily and consult your podiatrist if you notice any 
unusual symptoms.

Wear socks that allow the foot to breathe and assist the foot in 
keeping dry. Moist environments promote bacteria and fungus.

Care about your feet ... We Do.

Our website has been created for the benefit of our consumers who 
wear our products as well as our retail partners who sell them. Beyond 
offering a one-stop shop illustrating all of the features of our Health 
Brand Socks, you will find the following elements on our website. 

Buy online
Our retail partners who offer Simcan® socks on their website will be 
linked to simcan.net. Now your customers can explore the full range of 
our Health Brand Socks and then connect directly to your website to 
place their order. 

Store Locator 
An essential element of simcan.net is the store locator that will assist 
your customers in finding the easiest route directly to your front door. 

Order online
Our retail partners will now be able to access an online order form 
to place their order directly online. Contact us today to set up your 
username and password.

Products
All our brands are described in full detail listing their features, benefits, 
available colours and sizes. We make your selection process simple and 
easy.  

www.simcan.net
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55 Fleming Drive , Unit 12
Cambridge, Ontario 

Canada, N1T 2A9

Phone: 519 623 2677
Toll Free: 877 255 6755

Fax: 519 740 7300
Email: info@simcan.net 

www.simcan.net
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